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The Mike Oldfield Chronology, Second Edition, is a comprehensive look at the recording and release history of the man who, for over 40 years, has created some of the world's most innovative and
groundbreaking music. This Chronology covers every aspect of Mike Olfield's recording career, from his early days with his sister in the folk duo The Sallyangie, to his joining Kevin Ayers And The Whole
World, through the recording of his albums and his numerous guest appearances. The information is presented date by date in chronological order, accompanied by detailed descriptions of each song version
and non-album track, edit, remix, extended version and demo (some released and some unreleased). It also covers Mike's tours and live appearances.
The Corso: The Real Nuyorican Salsa Story is a must-read book not just because it’s a fantastic and incredible story of success but also it’s a historic legacy of how it was at the beginning of the salsa
movement. It is narrated firsthand by someone who was there and was an important part of it, if not the most important. Pete Bonet was born in a very humble, extremely poor part of the island of Puerto Rico.
Even the police would not go in there. It was too dangerous. It is a place called El Fanguito, “the Muddy.” His mother, Olga, was abandoned there with her six children, ages fifteen down to a newborn baby.
Pedrito, as he was called, was the fourth child; he was six years old when his father left for good. Olga was left alone with no money, no food, no man to protect the family, no government help, no nothing, not
even shoes for the kids to go to school. The neighbors would say, “Poor Olga, she’s going to die along with all the six kids.” Pedrito left that part of the world at the age of fifteen to go to New York City, not
knowing how to say no in English. At the age of twenty-one, Pedro graduated from Central Commercial High School with honors in bookkeeping and business law, typing sixty words a minute without errors.
He then took the test in order to enter the United States Air Force and qualified in administration and thus entered the United States Air Force. Upon returning home with an honorable discharge, Pedro went
to work for different construction companies as a timekeeper onsite—Marshall Const. Co., Arc Electric Co., Turner Const. Co., Melnick Const. Co., among others. He would go dancing on weekends to
different nightclubs in New York City, from the world-famous Palladium Ballroom called the home of the mambo and cha-cha-cha, located on Broadway and Fifty-Third Street, the Manhattan Center on ThirtyFourth Street, the Hunts Point Palace in the Bronx, and this was where Pete met the love of his life, Margie. They fell in love at first sight while dancing to the wonderful music of Tito Rodriguez and his big
band orchestra. They got married six months later and still together today, in the year 2019, fifty-seven years and still counting. Pete Bonet, as he got to be known, got into music by mere chance. He started
singing with Alfredito Valdez and his charanga, then Ray Barretto and his charanga, La Moderna. Then he went with Mongo Santamaria and his orchestra under the musical direction of trumpet player Marty
Sheller. He formed his own big band together with the great Louie Ramirez as his arranger and musical director. After a couple of years, he got a call from Tito Rodriguez and went on to sing with the one and
only Tito Rodriguez and his big band. Upon Tito Rodriguez’s death, he joined the Joe Cuba Sextet. He also sang with the king of Latin music, Tito Puente and his big band, and over forty other Latin
orchestras in New York, Hollywood, and Puerto Rico. By reading this book, you will get to appreciate that great era, an extraordinary moment in time, the very beginning when the term “salsa” was born and
started to be used instead of all the different names of all that great Cuban music. You will feel all the excitement of non-Latins dancing in clubs like the Corso that most likely will never be repeated again.
Pioneering French DJ Laurent Garnier's ELECTROCHOC is more than an autobiography, it is a truly unique history of Dance and Techno in the UK, USA & Europe written from the perspective of a man who
helped to shape the movement, its sounds and lasting legacy.
This text, designed for a third or fourth year college Spanish course, presents the history, theory and practice of Spanish-to-English translation. The emphasis is on general material to be found in current
journals and newspapers, with some specialized material from the fields of business, the social sciences, and literature.
Mollison's Blood Transfusion in Clinical Medicine
Mexico City, to Don José Joaquín Herrera
Will
Movement Disorders: Advances in Research and Treatment: 2011 Edition
Spanish Dramatists of the Golden Age
A Bibliography of Bertrand Russell

The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! “It's the best memoir I've ever read.” —Oprah Winfrey “Will Smith isn't holding back in his bravely inspiring new memoir . . . An
ultimately heartwarming read, Will provides a humane glimpse of the man behind the actor, producer and musician, as he bares all his insecurities and trauma.” —USA Today
Winner of the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Achievement One of the most dynamic and globally recognized entertainment forces of our time opens up fully about
his life, in a brave and inspiring book that traces his learning curve to a place where outer success, inner happiness, and human connection are aligned. Along the way, Will tells
the story in full of one of the most amazing rides through the worlds of music and film that anyone has ever had. Will Smith’s transformation from a West Philadelphia kid to one
of the biggest rap stars of his era, and then one of the biggest movie stars in Hollywood history, is an epic tale—but it’s only half the story. Will Smith thought, with good reason,
that he had won at life: not only was his own success unparalleled, his whole family was at the pinnacle of the entertainment world. Only they didn't see it that way: they felt more
like star performers in his circus, a seven-days-a-week job they hadn't signed up for. It turned out Will Smith's education wasn't nearly over. This memoir is the product of a
profound journey of self-knowledge, a reckoning with all that your will can get you and all that it can leave behind. Written with the help of Mark Manson, author of the multi-millioncopy bestseller The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck, Will is the story of how one person mastered his own emotions, written in a way that can help everyone else do the same.
Few of us will know the pressure of performing on the world's biggest stages for the highest of stakes, but we can all understand that the fuel that works for one stage of our
journey might have to be changed if we want to make it all the way home. The combination of genuine wisdom of universal value and a life story that is preposterously
entertaining, even astonishing, puts Will the book, like its author, in a category by itself.
ElectrochocRocket 88
An assessment, celebration, and careful notation of the extraordinary melting pot of Latin music
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A colorful and humorous dictionary of alphabetically arranged words and pictures designed to help children learn to read
Democratic Politics and Party Competition
A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages ... Upon the Basis of Seoane's Edition of Neuman and Baretti ...
A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages ...
The Real Nuyorican Salsa Story
A Systemic and Quantitative Approach to Compete in Quality, Price and Time
Resilience Resources in Chronic Pain Patients: The Path to Adaptation, 2nd Edition
This new book introduces innovative research on democracy from the leading Comparative Manifestos Project (CMP). It details the key
achievements of the project to date, illustrates how its findings may be applied, lays out the future challenges it faces and examines how
the field as a whole can advance. It also presents a special assessment of the dimensionality of party competition, presenting ways in
which research can be extended and related to broader approaches in Political Science and Theory. Although CMP research is widely used
and constitutes the major comparative data set on party positions and ideological location, it is also subject to challenge. The volume
therefore provides the reader with a clear sense of the key debates and questions surrounding its work. This volume also honours the lifetime achievement of Professor Ian Budge, who has provided distinguished intellectual leadership for the CMP over the last twenty-five
years. This is an essential point of reference for all comparative research on the functioning of democracies. This book will be of great
interest to all students and scholars of politics and of democracy in particular.
Widely considered the go-to reference--and now extensively revised with over 65% new material--this authoritative handbook surveys the
landscape of current knowledge on psychopathy and addresses essential clinical and applied topics. Leading researchers explore major
theoretical models; symptomatology and diagnostic subtypes; assessment methods; developmental pathways; and causal influences,
from genes and neurobiology to environmental factors. The volume examines manifestations of psychopathy in specific populations as
well as connections to antisocial behavior and recidivism. It presents contemporary perspectives on prevention and treatment and
discusses special considerations in clinical and forensic practice. New to This Edition *Extensively revised with more than a decade's
theoretical, empirical, and clinical advances. *Many new authors and topics. *Expanded coverage of phenotypic facets, with chapters on
behavioral disinhibition, callous–unemotional traits, and boldness. *Chapters on DSM-5, clinical interviewing, cognitive and emotional
processing, and serial murder. *Significantly updated coverage of etiology, assessment methods, neuroimaging research, and adult and
juvenile treatment approaches.
From 1895, the year he published his first signed article, to four days before his death in 1970 when he wrote his last, Bertrand Russell
was a powerful force in the world of mathematics, philosophy, human rights and the struggle for peace. During those years he published
70 books, almost as many pamphlets and over 2,000 articles, he also contributed pieces to some 200 books. The availability of the
Bertrand Russell Archives at McMaster University since 1968 has made it possible for the first time to compile a full, descriptive
bibliography of his writings. The Collected Papers are based on it. Fully annotated, the Bibliography is textually oriented and will guide
the scholar, collector and general reader to the authoritative editions of Russell's works. It includes references to the locations of all
known speeches and interviews, and reproductions of the dust-jackets of Russell's books. Blackwell, Ruja and Turcon have cooperated for
nearly 20 years on the new Bibliography. Lord Russell saw the extensive additions for it near the end of his life and declared: `I am
impressed.'
The go-to resource for assessing and predicting functional abilities in persons with brain injury or cognitive decline has now been revised
and expanded to reflect significant advances in the field. With a focus on key real-world capacities--independent living, vocational
functioning, medication management, and driving--leading experts explore how individuals go about their daily lives, where and why
disruptions occur, and potential opportunities for improving function. Strategies for direct assessment are reviewed, from standard
neuropsychological tests to multimodal approaches and technology-based tools. Chapters also provide functional assessment guidance
for specific neurological and psychiatric conditions: dementia, traumatic brain injury, depression, schizophrenia, and others. New to This
Edition *Incorporates over a decade of technological and methodological innovations. *Chapter on theories and models of everyday
functioning. *Chapters on naturalistic assessment, wearable sensors, ambulatory assessment, and virtual-reality-based tools. *Practical
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clinical implications are highlighted throughout.
Sotheran's Price Current of Literature
The Christian Observer
My Dad Was a Dj
Language Development and Disorders in Spanish-speaking Children
The Spanish Tragedy
Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing, and Communicating
"Once upon a time," "And sometime back in the day," "My dad played with music." "He was a DJ." A dad was a DJ back in the day. This picture book is a simple and unique story about a dad
and his incredible passion for music. This book has an engaging rhyming style that makes it perfect for reading aloud to young children. Visit the Author Page at: www.Deesignery.com
SOUND OF THE CROWD: A DISCOGRAPHY OF THE '80s is the ultimate record collector's guide to the 1980s. In the era of multi-formatting, picture discs, coloured vinyl, multiple remixes,
funny shaped records and tiny CDs you could lose down the back of the sofa, this book lists every format of every single, EP and album released in the UK in the 1980s by over 140 of the decade's
biggest acts, from ABBA to Paul Young. This fourth edition has been fully revised and expanded to include even more acts than ever before, with additional sections to cover Band Aid-style charity
congregations and compilation albums from the early '80s K-Tel efforts through to the Now That's What I Call Music series and its competitors. Compiled by Steve Binnie, editor of the '80s music
website Sound of the Crowd and writer, producer and co-host of the unconventional '80s chart show Off The Chart, broadcast weekly on Mad Wasp Radio.
The text and sound discs provide step-by-step instructions for using the turntable as a musical instrument. The text includes photographs, musical exercises, and a history of DJing and hip-hop
culture.
Concurrent with the 50th anniversary of Harold Ridley's invention of the intraocular lens, Dr. David Apple and his colleagues have authored this unique book, which provides a comprehensive
view of the foldable IOLs available today and the surgical techniques required for their implantation. This book will help ophthalmologists evaluate and select lenses for implantation by giving a
detailed assessment and comparison of the various lenses and their clinicopathologic correlations. Important steps in surgical techniques are highlighted to help minimize complications and
enhance surgical results. Over 400 full-color photographs are included to provide the reader with the most current information needed to understand the foldable IOLs on the market. Topics
include: IOL evolution, a detailed systematic evaluation of available foldable IOL designs and a clinicopathologic correlation of foldable IOL complications. The teaching and research materials
are based largely on the authors, photographic and statistical analysis of their collection of postmortem eyes containing IOLs, which is the largest such collection in the world. Special Features Over
400 photos drawn from Dr. Apple's vast archives, mostly unseen until now. An unbiased approach and comparison of available foldable IOLs allows the reader to make an informed decision for
the choice of implant. Common challenges faced by ophthalmologists dealing with foldable IOLs, including the development of posterior capsule opacification.
For the Specialist Book World
The Art of the DJ
I. Separate Publications II. Serial Publications III. Indexes
Introduction to Spanish Translation
Making Amends
Three Plays of Maureen Hunter
Movement Disorders: Advances in Research and Treatment: 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive
information about Movement Disorders. The editors have built Movement Disorders: Advances in Research and Treatment: 2011 Edition on the vast information
databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Movement Disorders in this eBook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well
as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Movement Disorders: Advances in Research and Treatment: 2011 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is
written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority, confidence,
and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
"The subject of personality-what makes us each unique and different from one another-has long been a topic of universal fascination. From a medical perspective, the
empirical and clinical research on personality disorders has expanded with the advent of standardized diagnostic systems. This continuing and increased activity and
progress in the field spurred the development of this third edition of The American Psychiatric Association Publishing Textbook of Personality Disorders. With an
emphasis on updating the information most relevant to clinicians, this new edition features contributions from established experts in the field as well as a new
generation of scientists. Dozens of tables, illustrative figures, and real-life case examples summarize the vast data that continues to accumulate in five key areas:
clinical concepts; risk factors for, and the etiology and impact of, personality disorders; treatment options across therapeutic modalities; special problems, populations,
and settings, such as including suicidal behavior, substance use disorders, antisocial behavior, personality pathology in general medical settings, and personality
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disorders among active-duty military; and the usefulness of translational research in understanding the biopsychosocial nature of the personality disorders. This
comprehensive textbook is a comprehensive and essential resource for clinicians looking to stay on the vanguard of a rapidly growing field"-Raina Telgemeier's #1 New York Times bestselling, Eisner Award-winning graphic memoir based on her childhood! Raina just wants to be a normal sixth grader. But
one night after Girl Scouts she trips and falls, severely injuring her two front teeth. What follows is a long and frustrating journey with on-again, off-again braces,
surgery, embarrassing headgear, and even a retainer with fake teeth attached. And on top of all that, there's still more to deal with: a major earthquake, boy confusion,
and friends who turn out to be not so friendly.
Poised to influence innovative management thinking into the 21st century, Total Productivity Management (TPmgt), written by one of the pioneers of productivity
management, has been a decade in the making. This landmark publication is the most extensive book available on the subject of total productivity management. At a
time when downsizing and layoffs are the norm, this innovative and highly organized book shows you how to treat human resource situations with a caring, customeroriented, yet competitive attitude through integration of technical and human dimensions. This book makes use of a set of proven models and provides a systematic
framework and structure to link total productivity to an organization's profitability. Total Productivity Management describes the tasks required of all constituents in an
understandable format that they can relate to and by which regards can be realized for performance in all resource categories including direct labor, administrative
staff, managers, professional personnel, materials, liquid assets, technologies, energy, and other areas.
A Bio-bibliographical Sourcebook
Footprints on the Moon , Beautiful Lake Winnipeg and Transit of Venus
For Dirk Struik
Language Disorders from Infancy Through Adolescence - E-Book
The Cat in the Hat Beginner Book Dictionary
Copy of a Letter, with Spanish Translation

From novice to nightclub -- without the nightmares. Whether you're a bedroom DJ looking to improve, or an accomplished amateur making the transition
to playing live, DJing For Dummies has the accessible information you need. From what to buy (and what not to buy), mastering the beat, and reading a
crowd, to all the tricks, techniques, and flourishes of a pro DJ, you'll be turning noise into notoriety in no time. Discover how to: * Buy the essential
equipment * Set up your kit * beatmatch seamlessly * scratch with vinyl and CD * make a great demo * Market yourself as a DJ * Explanations in plain
English ' * Get in get out' information * Icons and other navigational aids * Tear-out cheat sheet * Top ten lists * A dash of humour and fun Get
Smart!@www.dummies.com * Find listings of all our books * Choose from many different subject categories * Browse out free articles
When her marriage is on the brink of failure, Jenna the unbreakable starts to crack. And when she does, all heaven breaks loose. Jenna is one of those
unstoppable people who walks through life without breaking stride even when the whole world is falling down around her. Her life has been filled with
trauma, but she’s always risen above it. Until the day she no longer can. Her Brother Mac thought suicide would be the end of his pain. In the afterlife he
finds not only is this not the case, but he now has to fix the traumas his actions have caused. But he’s not alone. Accompanied by Jenna’s guardian angel
Mac saves his sister and embarks on a journey of discovery. With this celestial support team, Jenna is able get back on track and help her brother in his
mission. Making Amends follows Jenna as, in her newly fortified state, she joins forces with her spiritual cohorts and the trio dedicate themselves to
helping others caught in the cross hairs of mental illness.
The 16th and 17th centuries were the most fruitful periods for Spanish literature. The Golden Age of Spanish drama extends from the close of the 15th
century to the death of Calderon in 1681. During that time, Spanish playwrights looked to Italy for inspiration, but from the beginning they sought to
avoid slavish imitation of classical and Italian drama. Instead, these playwrights attempted to give Spanish drama its own identity. This reference
includes alphabetically arranged essays for 19 of the most important Spanish dramatists of the Golden Age. Each essay provides extensive biographical
information, a critical discussion of the playwright's dramatic production, a critical analysis of one major play, and a bibliography of primary and
secondary sources. The volume closes with a selected general bibliography on the most important drama of this period.
Book is clean and tight. No writing in text. Like New
Scientific, Historical and Political Essays in Honor of Dirk J. Struik
Conference Proceedings, Budapest, Hungary, August 18–19, 1988
Total Productivity Management (TPmgt)
The Enlightenment that Failed
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The Corso
The architecture of the human language faculty has been one of the main foci of the linguistic research of the last half century. This branch of linguistics, broadly known as Generative Grammar, is
concerned with the formulation of explanatory formal accounts of linguistic phenomena with the ulterior goal of gaining insight into the properties of the 'language organ'. The series comprises high
quality monographs and collected volumes that address such issues. The topics in this series range from phonology to semantics, from syntax to information structure, from mathematical linguistics to
studies of the lexicon.
A copy of a letter, dated June 2 and 3, 1848 in Mexico City, from Captain D.J. Barnard to Don José Joaquín Herrera, newly-elected president of Mexico, regarding arms and officers for the Mexican
army. Captain Barnard, commanding officer of H Company of the U.S. Voltigeurs, proposes that if agents for the Mexican army act quickly, they can purchase surplus arms, munitions, and other
military supplies from the U.S. Army, which is withdrawing its troops from Mexico. He points out the need to have properly-equipped soldiers, should disturbances arise in Puebla, Jalapa, or Veracruz
due to the withdrawal of troops. He also offers to organize a regiment, either with American or Mexican officers, and requests blank commissions from Herrera via messenger. Barnard plans to resign
from the U.S. Army, and requests a commission as colonel in the Mexican army for himself.
Prominent researchers from the US, Mexico, Chile, Colombia and Spain contribute experimental reports on language development of children who are acquiring Spanish. The chapters cover a wide range
of dimensions in acquisition: comprehension and production; monolingualism and bilingualism; typical development, children who are at risk and children with language disorders, phonology, semantics,
and morphosyntax. These studies will inform linguistic theory development in clinical linguistics as well as offer insights on how language works in relation to cognitive functions that are associated with
when children understand or use language. The unique data from child language offer perspectives that cannot be drawn from adult language. The first part is dedicated to the acquisition of Spanish as
a first or second language by typically-developing children, the second part offers studies on children who are at risk of language delays, and the third part focuses on children with specific language
impairment, disorders and syndromes.
Another little magical book from D. J. Conway-only this one really swings.
New Directions in Machine Translation
Generative Studies in Spanish syntax
New York and the International Sound of Latin Music, 1940-1990
Smile: A Graphic Novel
DJing for Dummies
Handbook of Psychopathy, Second Edition
It is fitting that Professor Dirk Jan Struik be greeted with this melange of mathematical, scientific, historical, sociological and political essays. The authors are also appropriately varied: different
countries, outlooks, religions, generations, and we suppose - of course we did not as- different politics too. Many more would have joined us, we know, but the good friends in this book make a
fine and representative assembly of the intersection of two (mathematical!) classes: affectionately respect ful admirers of Dirk Struik, and the best thinkers of this troubled century. Struik has been
among the most steadfast supporters of the Boston Colloquium for the Philosophy of Science, that discussion group which we have been holding at Boston University since 1960, but his luminous
collaboration has been welcome, in Boston and Cambridge, for nearly five decades among mathematicians, physicists, philosophical and political thinkers, and especially among the students. It
has not mattered whether they have been his own students or not, whether at M.LT. or elsewhere, whether scholars or dropouts, nature-lovers or book worms, anarchists or Republicans, Catholics
or Unitarians, Communists or communists, prim or liberated. No doubt he has his preferences! But the main thing for Struik has been to educate and respect the other person.
Mollison's Blood Transfusion in Clinical Medicine is an icon in the field of transfusion and the first edition was published in 1951. The book arose from the concept of the transfusionist, as both
scientist and expert consultant. For many years, this text has provided the primary, and often the sole, reference for detailed information and practical experience in blood transfusion. The book is
completely revised and updated throughout to include the latest advances and developments in the field.
Spanning the entire childhood developmental period, Language Disorders from Infancy Through Adolescence, 5th Edition is the go-to text for learning how to properly assess childhood language
disorders and provide appropriate treatment. The most comprehensive title available on childhood language disorders, it uses a descriptive-developmental approach to present basic concepts and
vocabulary, an overview of key issues and controversies, the scope of communicative difficulties that make up child language disorders, and information on how language pathologists approach
the assessment and intervention processes. This new edition also features significant updates in research, trends, social skills assessment, and instruction best practices. Clinical application focus
featuring case studies, clinical vignettes, and suggested projects helps you apply concepts to professional practice. UNIQUE! Practice exercises with sample transcripts allow you to apply
different methods of analysis. UNIQUE! Helpful study guides at the end of each chapter help you review and apply what you have learned. Highly regarded lead author who is an expert in
language disorders in children provides authoritative guidance on the diagnosis and management of pediatric language disorders. More than 230 tables and boxes summarize important
information such as dialogue examples, sample assessment plans, assessment and intervention principles, activities, and sample transcripts. Student/Professional Resources on Evolve include an
image bank, video clips, and references linked to PubMed. NEW! Common core standards for language arts incorporated into the preschool and school-age chapters. NEW! Updated content
features the latest research, theories, trends and techniques in the field. Information on preparing high-functioning students with autism for college Social skills training for students with autism
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The role of the speech-language pathologist on school literacy teams and in response to intervention Emerging theories of etiology and psychopathology added to Models of Child Language
Disorders chapter Use of emerging technologies for assessment and intervention
The Enlightenment that Failed explores the growing rift between those Enlightenment trends and initiatives that appealed exclusively to elites and those aspiring to enlighten all of society by
raising mankind's awareness, freedoms, and educational level generally. Jonathan I. Israel explains why the democratic and radical secularizing tendency of the Western Enlightenment, after
gaining some notable successes during the revolutionary era (1775-1820) in numerous countries, especially in Europe, North America, and Spanish America, ultimately failed. He argues that a
populist, Robespierriste tendency, sharply at odds with democratic values and freedom of expression, gained an ideological advantage in France, and that the negative reaction this generally
provoked caused a more general anti-Enlightenment reaction, a surging anti-intellectualism combined with forms of religious revival that largely undermined the longings of the deprived,
underprivileged, and disadvantaged, and ended by helping, albeit often unwittingly, conservative anti-Enlightenment ideologies to dominate the scene. The Enlightenment that Failed relates both
the American and the French revolutions to the Enlightenment in a markedly different fashion from how this is usually done, showing how both great revolutions were fundamentally split between
bitterly opposed and utterly incompatible ideological tendencies. Radical Enlightenment, which had been an effective ideological challenge to the prevailing monarchical-aristocratic status quo,
was weakened, then almost entirely derailed and displaced from the Western consciousness, in the 1830s and 1840s by the rise of Marxism and other forms of socialism.
Upon the Basis of Seoane's Edition of Neuman and Baretti ...
A Rhyming Picture Book for Children About a Father and His Love for Music
AB Bookman's Weekly
A Little Book of Pendulum Magic
Evolution, Clinicopathologic Correlations, and Complications
Foldable Intraocular Lenses
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